Research on EEG features of attended & unattended vigilance.
Vigilance refers to the brain alertness to objective things, including the concentration of attention and the capability to response emergencies. It is of great importance to study vigilance monitoring to avoid accidents caused by decrease of vigilance. In this study, traditional Mackworth Clock Test (MCT) was modified to induce decline of attended and unattended vigilance. We analyzed EEG features in different levels of attended vigilance and assessed unattended vigilance by amplitude of mismatch negative (MMN) which can be evoked by audio odd ball stimulations. The results show that with attended vigilance going down, power of theta and alpha bands of electroencephalogram (EEG) increases and Lempel-Ziv Complexities (LZC) show an undulated decline tendency. And with unattended vigilance going down, amplitude of MMN reduces significantly. This research has great reference value for the further vigilance study.